MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
Glen Bonderud, Chair & President
The past year has been one of steady progress, both for operations and financial returns to the Community Forest.
With the creation of the Sunshine Coast Community Forest Legacy Fund, we have been able to deliver on our
promise to direct profits to projects that our community has identified as being of significant value. These include
the restoration of the Davis Bay wharf, the building of a walkway and bridge over wetlands at the Sunshine Coast
Botanical Garden, and the erection of a log style bus shelter in front of Sechelt Hospital. We greatly appreciate the
cooperation of the District of Sechelt regarding creation of the Legacy Fund.
Although the past year has been bumpy in international timber markets, at the end of the day, it was positive for our
Community Forest. The US housing market continues to strengthen, albeit slowly, Japan has been steady and China
has given signals of slowing although still buying significant volumes of lumber. On average, our sales prices have
not changed much over the previous year as Cedar has advanced, Fir has declined slightly and Hemlock is basically
unchanged.
The economic outlook for 2015 and beyond is cloudy for a variety of reasons. Canada may experience slower growth
due to the dramatic drop in oil prices, but the US housing market is recovering and that will impact us positively. The
European Union continues to struggle - particularly as some members cannot come to grips with austerity measures.
The bottom line is that, if US housing markets can maintain lumber prices, if interest rates do not rise precipitously
and if Canadian export markets hold their own, we are hopeful of a profitable year in 2015/16. Many “ifs”.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to thank the Community Forest staff for their dedication and hard work. They
are the key to our success and we recognize that every day. We also thank the local contractors with whom we work
and pledge to support those local jobs in the future.

OPERATIONS MANAGER’S REPORT
Dave Lasser, RPF
2014 marked another successful year of operations for the Community Forest. Our harvesting activities continue
to provide a good financial return resulting in a significant contribution to the Community Forest Legacy Fund.
In addition, our harvesting activities continue to provide significant employment for local contractors and
economic benefits for local businesses.
Glynnis Horel, P.Eng. and her team completed a comprehensive Coastal Watershed Assessment of the Chapman
and Gray Creek watersheds. Glynnis gave three presentations of her team's work to the Sunshine Coast Regional
District, Sechelt Indian Band, District of Sechelt Mayor & Council, Community Forest Board of Directors and
an open public presentation to the community in March. The work her team completed was the most comprehensive assessment ever of these watersheds and received many compliments from the SCRD, SIB and the
community.
We are continuing to find areas of root rot throughout the CF tenure area, both in the standing timber and in active
cut-blocks. Whenever we find these root rot areas in our cut-blocks, we plant Western red cedar and/or Western
white pine seedlings as they are more resistant to root rot than Douglas fir and Western hemlock.
Western white pine can be found in many areas of the Community Forest. White pine blister rust was introduced from France to B.C. on 1000 Eastern white pine seedlings imported to Vancouver in 1910. By 1930 the
blister rust had spread throughout the southern BC range of Western white pine. By 1940, almost all of the
Western white pine in BC was dead. Professional foresters on the Sunshine Coast make every effort to save any
healthy Western white pine trees they find in a cut block, while removing blister rust infected trees. Many
Western white pines on the Sunshine Coast seem to be blister rust resistant and foresters are working with the
MOF Seed Branch in Victoria to ensure we will continue to have a seed source from healthy trees.
The Truth About Biodiversity
Tony Greenfield, Director
Readers of the local press might be led to believe that logging is the enemy of biodiversity. Nothing could be
further from the truth. Beware of being blinded to the biodiversity of our area by the abundance of the trees.
Our beautiful West Coast temperate rainforests produce some of the highest biomass of any world ecosystem.
However, the biomass is in inverse proportion to the biodiversity which is quite low. As a general rule, flora and
fauna (mammals, birds, insects, amphibians and reptiles) are predisposed to flourish in the warmth and sunshine
of open areas rather than in the cool, damp and relatively dark habitat that is a closed canopy coniferous forest. Of
course, some species such as mosses, fungi and other individual species are forest dependent.
In 2015 the wider debate is whether we have entered a new geological epoch known as the Anthropocene, an era
when humanity is the prime mover of environmental change. On a continental, national, provincial and local level
one of the most far-reaching environmental decisions that man has made is that we aggressively fight forest fires.
People categorically do not like to see burned forests and they especially do not like it when fires burn in the
urban interface, close to their homes. There are differences but in many respects logging emulates and is a proxy
for forest fire.
After a fire, or logging, the seral progression of a forest is from a denuded site to an opening with plants, shrubs
and young trees followed by the increasing dominance of those species, usually conifers, which flourish in the
specific ecosystem. In low elevation Sunshine Coast forests these species are Douglas fir, Western red cedar and
Western hemlock. The seral phase immediately after disturbance when plants, shrubs and wildflowers proliferate
Continued …

Biodiversity continued …
is a supremely productive ecosystem that produces masses of vegetation, flowers, berries and seeds that are a crucial
food source for the range of mammals, birds and insects. Those seeking to experience the range of biodiversity of our
area are recommended to seek those gems of the insect world, the butterflies. To find butterflies on the Sunshine
Coast one will automatically head for a regenerating clearcut, for that is where the majority of our 25+ species of
butterflies are to be found. In contrast, a closed canopy conifer forest, whether old growth or second growth may be
restricted to a single species, the Pine White.
The biodiversity of any area is a product of its diversity of habitats. Thus, the seral stages of forestry are fundamental
to the welfare of a wide spectrum of our wildlife.

Creating a legacy for our citizens by
being exceptional stewards of our
forest while balancing
environmental, economic and social
aspirations of the community.

Number of Firewood Permits
issued to community residents
in 2014:

195

Building Value for our Community
The SCCF Legacy Fund was created in February 2014 by the Sunshine Coast Community Forest and its shareholder, the
District of Sechelt, to help finance long term projects which would benefit all residents of the lower Sunshine Coast.
Three endowments from the Legacy Fund were granted in 2014.
The first, and most prominent, was $100,000 towards the upgrading of the wharf at
Davis Bay. The Davis Bay Wharf Rats had a dream of a gathering place for all members
of the community to enjoy and it has become that and more. It is a very discernible
feature from land, sea and air which draws residents and tourists alike. The
Community Forest is proud to be associated with such a successful endeavour.
The Sunshine Coast Botanical Garden Society was granted $37,350 to build bridges and
boardwalks that will provide access to a new pond in the Native Plant Garden.
Construction has begun and this new area is expected to open in May 2015. The nonprofit Garden Society is in its sixth year of operation with new garden areas being
planted each year. School classes, gardeners,
tourists and the general public can all enjoy
these areas.
The third endowment of $29,000 was given to the Sunshine Coast Regional District to
construct a bus shelter on the Sunshine Coast Highway in front of Sechelt Hospital
which mirrors the one in front of the Raven's Cry Theatre. Construction of the shelter
was completed by West Coast Log Homes and the SCRD in February 2015.
The SCCF Legacy Fund accepts applications throughout the year from any community group, public sector agency or non-profit
organization who requires funding to complete a capital project with a value over $25,000. Please visit www.sccf.ca/who-weare/sccf-legacy-fund to get full details.
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